
How and when to begin Cross-selling

Depending on where you list and where you want to cross post will depend on which
cross-selling apps you will choose to use. Here is a list.. Although there are others and others
popping up each day. I will try to provide you with some details of each of these.
Start simple, you can always check out others later.

Flyp: Flyp All the features you need,
absolutely FREE unlimited use Crosslist to Poshmark, eBay, Mercari, FB, Depop & more
Sellbrite: Sellbrite is a multi-channel listing and inventory management platform that allows you
to list and sync your products across various marketplaces, including eBay and Poshmark. It
helps streamline the process of cross-posting, inventory tracking, and order management.
ListPerfectly: ListPerfectly is a cross-listing and inventory management tool specifically
designed for sellers who want to list their items on multiple platforms. It supports various
marketplaces, including eBay and Poshmark, and allows you to create and manage listings from
a single dashboard. Cost for most.
Crosslist: Crosslist is another cross-listing app that enables you to easily list your items on
different platforms, including eBay and Poshmark. It provides tools for syncing inventory,
managing orders, and optimizing listings.
Vendoo: Vendoo is a platform that helps sellers streamline their cross-listing process. It allows
you to create and manage listings on multiple marketplaces, including eBay and Poshmark,
from one central hub. It also offers features like inventory management and pricing optimization.
ListingJoy: ListingJoy is a software that lets you create and cross-post listings with all major
marketplaces with the click of a button. It can cross-list in marketplaces such as Poshmark,
Mercari, Facebook marketplace, Etsy, and eBay
Codisto: Codisto is a listing and synchronization app that integrates with popular platforms like
eBay, Amazon, Walmart, and Shopify. It allows you to cross-post your listings across these
platforms, including eBay and Poshmark, and provides centralized inventory management.
Kyozou: Kyozou is a multi-channel listing and inventory management solution that supports
various marketplaces, including eBay and Poshmark. It enables you to create and manage
listings, sync inventory, and handle orders from a single interface.
ChannelAdvisor: ChannelAdvisor is a comprehensive e-commerce platform that assists sellers
in managing their listings across multiple channels, including eBay and Poshmark. It offers
features for cross-posting, inventory management, and order fulfillment.
SixBit: SixBit is a listing and inventory management software designed for eBay sellers. While it
doesn't directly integrate with Poshmark, it can be used to create listings on eBay and sync
inventory. You can then manually cross-post your items on Poshmark.
Hammoq: Hammoq is an end-to-end solution for cross-listing that includes sourcing to selling
with a heavy focus on automation. For example, using machine learning and AI to create listings
from using an image. They focus on large-scale resale operations
OneShop: Limited to Poshmark, depop, Mercari, eBay ONLY and Pricey.



SellerCloud: This is definitely a platform for the BIG Boys if you are looking to grow and scale
then this is the platform. Endless ability. Warehouse capable. Pay per transaction. Multiple
levels. Inventory control. Amazon FBA FBM
ResellKit: Cross-Listing App for eBay, Poshmark, Mercari, Depop, Facebook MP & Etsy
ResellKit is a simple to use cross-listing app designed to increase your productivity, FREE, No
credit card required.
PrimeLister: Crosslist your items and grow your sales on Poshmark,eBay, Mercari, FB
Marketplace, depop, grailed, shopify & instagram. Organize your inventory. Re-list and de-list
your listings. All-in-one. Subscription Fees apply.
LitCommerce: Manage multiple channels with ease from your main platform without navigating
through different systems. LitCommerce ensures seamless data synchronization between your
Main Store and various sales channels. Amazon, Etsy, eBay, Walmart, Wish, Google Shopping,
Facebook, Bonanza, Sears, Shopee, TiktokShop, Reverb, OnBuy, NewEgg, Catch
SageSeller: integration with Amazon Sellers


